RM7000-2 Rainpro® is the RM4000 RainPro® “Easy Install” Unit with the added advantage of a pump cover. No cables, no float, no solenoid, no electronic controls. Kit comes complete with cover and flexible hose. The RM7000-2 prevents mains supply while rain water is in the tank to help conserve our precious resource. This system is only suited to flooded suction and is best for supplying laundry and toilets only. For suction lift and underground tanks, use submersible pump option RM5000-2. For whole house supply use the RM2500-2. Pump covers available in a variety of colours to match most standard tank colours.

**Applications:**
- House supply
- Domestic irrigation
- Commercial properties
- Building site offices
- Small toilet blocks

**Package complete with:**
- Complete pre-plumbed system
- Pressure Pump PRJ062 - 62L/min, 35m hd standard
- Pressure Controller
- Rain to Mains System
- Valveset supplied loose
- Flexible hoses & suction pipe supplied loose
- Pump Cover

---

**COLOUR** | **ORDER CODE** | **PUMP COVER SIZE (LxWxH)** | **COLOUR** | **ORDER CODE**
---|---|---|---|---
Merino | 4883 | 710mm x 333mm x 560mm | Rivergum | 4920
Heritage Red | 4890 | | Mountain Blue | 4937
Dark Slate Grey | 4906 | | Smooth Cream | 7280
Jasper | 4951 | | Surf Mist | 4722
Mist Green | 4913 | | Dune / Birch Grey | 4715
Wheat | 4944 | | Earthtone | 6993
Heritage Green | 4968 | | Evening Haze | 7358
Beige | 4975 | | Tuscan | 7785
Basalt | 13021 | | Black | 10006
Charcoal | 10624 | | Metal Grey | 10617
Gully | 13324 | | Windspray | 9413
Wallaby | 13229 | | Shale / Gull Grey | 10648

**WARRANTY**